Use digital evidence management
to beat Jordan-decision timelines

Do you expect more digital evidence next year?
Can evidence management systems beat Jordan-decision timelines by faster
sharing than you have today, while organizing high-resolution CCTVs, bodycams,
drones, and in-car video and their metadata? Can it be made easier?
The power of digital evidence management has arrived, with proven policies and
tools to take advantage of workflow, security, and audit controls. Sierra Systems
has experience bringing the pieces together, integrating the underlying products
to alleviate the digital demands placed on Canada’s Justice & Public Safety sector.

Can you search your digital video for a red truck? a face? a spoken name? Do
your word searches scan every paper document you have?
• The IBM Case Manager simplifies repository, capturing and ingesting media.
Audio files can be transcribed for easy speech-to-text searches.
• IBM Intelligent Video Analytics automates live feed surveillance, notifying
you of identified persons or property from multiple streams day or night.
• Once ingested, Watson Explorer searches everything, expanding beyond
associated cases – pulling faces, people, or property.

Can you make eDisclosure better, faster, and less labour intensive?
Do more within Jordan timelines by safely and quickly sharing evidence.

• Simplified redaction settings for video, audio, and text improve turn-around
time, while smart security roles can enforce different redaction layers for
Police, Crown and Defence.
• Sierra Systems can accelerate reviews by sharing links or pointers to video
within the IBM Case Manager repository with most Police RMS vendors.

How quickly can you access media files? Do you have audit trails for
every view? Do you know when to purge?
Sierra Systems starts with workflows to automate required follow-ups and
approvals with world-class security, audit trails, and records retention rules.
• IBM Datacap effectively captures media from the field, with smart metadata
automatically filled in. Genus Upshot Media helps you stream media directly
to smartphones in the field.
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Accelerating IT
Sierra Systems, an NTT
DATA Company, has the
experience and vision to
help your team integrate
existing technologies
and products to bring an
impressive Digital Evidence
Management solution to
your agency.
Our 50+ years of deep
expertise in targeted
industries has built our
reputation of delivering
superior solutions that
strengthen organizations’
performance.
Contact us to learn more
about our award-winning
and innovative solutions:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1.877.688.1371

